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Having known Bill Bourne for up to 30 years and having had the 

experience of working with him—continually being educated, often 
having to placate and sometimes being alarmed—how can we refuse to 
write a piece about h im? The man is a legend and has been for years; 
there is certainly more, and possibly worse, to come. Stories of his energy, 
knowledge, eccentricity and unpredictability are probably mostly true. 

He is reputed to have been interested in birds at primary school, but 
few of us had heard of him before he went to Cambridge. There, in the 
early 1950s, he was involved in the resurgence of the Cambridge Bird 
Club, which then included many well-known in ornithological circles 
today. Bill was one of the architects of an exploration phase involving 
studies of the fens and washes, and also of the club's interest in visible 
migration. He became involved in a major project on Skylark migration, 
and still looks forward to the day when Dr Ian Nisbet fulfils an undertaking 
to eat a copy of any published results. At Cambridge he read medicine 
and zoology, then finished his medical training at St Bartholomew's 
Hospital. Conscripted on completing his studies, he was declared unfit 
for service overseas, but—in typical Bourne manner—managed to get 
this decision reversed and was sent to the Middle East in time for the 
contretemps at Suez. There, he spent more time watching lark migration, 
and noted the ecological significance of Azraq in Jordan, before being 
transferred to Cyprus, where he became the co-founder and first recorder 
of the Cyprus Ornithological Society. In Cyprus, he discovered for him
self that migrating birds could be seen by radar and, on his return to the 
U K , was invited by Dr David Lack to be 'a pair of eyes on the east 
coast' as par i of a co-ordinated programme of the study of migration 
by radar. This was the beginning of Bill's acquaintance with Aberdeen, 
which in the long run has proved more profitable for him than his academic 
stint at Oxford. Although Oxford rejected his thesis on migration when 
he declined to write up the results in an acceptable form, it did provide 
him with Sheila, whom he wed after a prolonged courtship. 
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Bill returned to his medical career and became a dedicated and 
sympatfietic geriatrician in Watford. This post allowed him time to 
continue his studies of birds, and tfaat period, in the early 1960s, saw the 
ripening of a long-standing and profound interest in seabirds. He proposed 
the formation of the Seabird Group in 1961 and saw it launched in 1965, 
becoming its first secretary. This group of then mainly young enthusiasts 
owes much to Bill, who provided Stimulus, knowledge, imagination and 
scholarship. He was frequently irascible and verbose, but his own en-
thusiasm and energy put seabirds on the map and provided a focus and 
guide for the aetivities of otbers in the field. People who remember Bill 
mainly for his diatribes and apparent Introversion often forget, or may 
not know about, his whole-hearted and genuine interest in others, 
especially those who are young or newcomers to the field. This interest 
has produced an unusually wide and international circle of real friends 
and acquaintances, and has contributed substantially to the success of a 
number of surveys, notably the ornithological investigation of the Torrey 
Canyon disaster and the planning and execution of the fieldwork of Opera
tion Seafarer, as well as the production of The Seabirds of Briiain and 
Inland (1974). In 1970, he was employed on a Natural Environment 
Research Council grant for five years to carry out studies of the distribu-
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tion and ecology of birds at sea. This work, which was difficult in the 
extreme, was based in the Zoology Department at Aberdeen University 
and was in many ways a pioneer study demanding exceptional qualities 
of enthusiasm and persistence. For the last two years, Bill has been work
ing again as a geriatrician, this time in Aberdeen. 

Ever impatient and intolerant of what he considers to be ineffective 
leadership, he secured his uninvited elections to the Councils of the BTO 
(who asked him back) and the BOU (who did not) and, when nominated 
to the BOU Records Committee and the RSPB Scottish Committee, he 
resigned for similar reasons. He has considerable achievements to his 
credit: he proposed the Birds of Estuaries Enquiry, the Garden Birds 
Enquiry, a Winter Bird Survey (which he still thinks could be very 
successful), the Yorkshire Gull Enquiry, the Register of Ornithological 
Sites, the BTO's Witherby Lecture series, and the publication by the 
BOU of its current series of national check-lists. He was a leading witness 
against the proposals to establish a military base on Aldabra and to build 
the Third London Airport at Foulness. He has found it difficult to accept 
that the ornithological studies which were initiated as a result of these 
protests should not have found a place for his own personal contribution. 
Islands are one of his main interests, and his knowledge of them and their 
birds is encyclopedic. This, and his deep involvement in the taxonomy of 
petrels, among other bird groups, are genuine reasons for his international 
reputation in both amateur and academic circles. 

Bill has been in Aberdeen during the major phases of development of 
the North Sea oil-fields. Their potential effects on birds, especially 
seabirds, are clear to all, and Bill has been an indefatigable opponent of 
thoughtless proposals which might endanger valuable natural assets. 
He has been to see for himself many of the developments offshore and 
onshore. Desperately anxious to maintain and demonstrate his independ
ence of action, he instantly changed the monogram on an anorak 
provided for him during a visit to BP's offshore installations to BB (Bill 
Bourne, not British Birds). His views are freely given in letters to the local 
and national press, in television and radio interviews, and in critical 
commentaries in editorials and correspondence columns of professional 
journals. He continues to be a thorn in the flesh of the Establishment, but 
recipients of his caustic comments are unwise to dismiss them lightly. 

People tend to love or to hate Bill. They may try to ignore him, but 
this usually works only if he ignores them too. His very real qualities of 
compassion and generosity are often hard to find, but they are always 
there. He didn't speak to one of us for months until, when in hospital for an 
operation, Bill was his most frequent visitor, sometimes coming twice 
daily, often armed with booze with which to bribe the night nurses so that 
he could stay long after visiting hours. His friends know that, when they 
are in trouble, Bill will do all he can to help. 

Bill Bourne is an enigma, a classic stormy petrel, but an original 
and commanding character in an era when it is fashionable to conform. 
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